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Planet Tokyo
Puffy AmiYumi

Puffy Ami Yumi - Planet Tokyo
Standard Tuning

Chords:
   F     A    ?    C    D    G
e--0-----0----0----0----0----0--|
B--0-----0----0----0----0----0--|
G--10----0----3----5----7----0--|
D--10----7----3----5----7----5--|
A--8-----7----1----3----5----5--|
E--0-----5----0----0----0----3--|

Intro Guitar 1:
  F    Bm Am Em  F
e-0-----0--0--0--0---------|
B-0-----0--0--0--0---------|
G-10----0--0--8--10----x4--|
D-10----8--6--8--10--------|
A-8-----8--6--6--8---------|
E-0-----6--4--0--0---------|

Intro & Verse Guitar 2

e-1---1-|
B-1---1-|
G-2---3-|
D-3---3-|
A-0---0-|
E-0---0-|

Verse Guitar 1

F                          A
The cd spins and we begin, all systems go
?                                      C
Come hitch a ride inside and watch the moon grow
F                             A
It won t be long before we re up in Zero G
?                                     C
Above the atmosphere just you, and me, and me

Chorus
  F
Planet Tokyo
   A
Is a place not very far
       D



In your stereo
         G
It s as close as where you are
 F
On the radio
        A
It s a sound that you can see
     D
Planet Tokyo
         G
Is the place you want to be

Tonight (Intro 1)

Right   (Intro 1)

Your looking well but we can tell you need a fix
For something more than just another chick flick
A riff so strong that it belongs deep underground
A beat so sweet it makes you weep when we touch down

Planet Tokyo
Is a place not very far
In your stereo
It s as close as where you are
On the radio
It s a sound that you can see
Planet Tokyo
Is the place you want to be
Tonight

Planet Tokyo
Is a place not very far
In your stereo
It s as close as where you are
On the radio
It s a sound that you can see
Planet Tokyo
Is the place you want to be
Tonight

Planet Tokyo
Is a place not very far
In your stereo
It s as close as where you are
On the radio
It s a sound that you can see
Planet Tokyo
Is the place you want to be
Tonight
Tonight


